2003 convertible

The image car in VW's lineup, the New Beetle offers a unique combination of safety, fun and
upscale features for its price range. It was cute. It was retro. It reminded people of their youth,
free love and smoking lots of, well, you know. But that was five years ago. Just like Saint
Bernard puppies, cars grow old. And unless something is done to keep the interest up, the
buying public's fascination wears off. Indeed, New Beetle sales have cooled considerably since
Last year, Volkswagen energized the lineup with the introduction of the Turbo S. Building off the
GLX 1. Accordingly, it's also the most expensive. The New Beetle is entering its sixth season for
At this point, many small cars get a full makeover. Instead, VW will rely on the Beetle's large
array of standard features, premium cabin furnishings and playful on-road demeanor to keep
the nameplate competitive. The availability of the TDI and 1. More importantly, the long-awaited
convertible version will finally make its appearance midway through the model year with such
features as a power-folding cloth top, a rollover protection system and, a first in the price range,
a six-speed automatic transmission. The GL comes with air conditioning; cassette stereo;
four-wheel antilock disc brakes; side airbags; inch wheels; power windows, locks and mirrors;
cruise control; seat-height adjusters; a telescoping steering wheel and a bud vase on the dash.
Options include stability control ESP , a premium Monsoon sound system, heated front seats
and a dealer-installed CD changer. Besides all the GL options, you can get leather or a trim
package with sport seats and interior accents that match the exterior paint GLS 1. Step up to the
GLX and leather, Monsoon sound, rain-sensing wipers and a self-dimming rearview mirror are
included; ESP and inch wheels are optional. The Turbo S adds standard 17s, a sport-tuned
suspension, metallic-colored trim, distinctive body add-ons and a rear spoiler that deploys at 45
mph. A power-folding cloth top will be available. GL and GLS buyers can choose one of three
engines. First up is a horsepower, ULEV-certified 2. More interesting is the 1. All of these
engines have adequate power for easy city driving, though the 1. A five-speed manual and
four-speed automatic are available at all trim levels. The performance-oriented Turbo S comes
only with a hp version of the 1. New Beetle Convertibles will be available with the 2. Side airbags
are standard, but unlike its Golf platform mate, the Beetle doesn't offer head curtain airbags -which may account for its three-star rating in NHTSA's rear side-impact category. Otherwise,
the Beetle is a model of safety, having earned five stars in both frontal impact categories and a
"Good" rating and "Best Pick" status from the IIHS for the offset crash. Convertibles will have a
rollover protection system. Like other VWs, the Beetle is fun to drive but comfortable for long
trips. The Turbo S has a slightly stiffer suspension -- it's still too soft for performance freaks,
but just about right for most drivers. Though smaller inside than the Golf, the Beetle seats four,
12 cubic feet of hatch space compensates with style: its tablelike dashboard, huge circular
speedometer and round vents distinguish it from everything else on the road. Cabin materials
are high in quality. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen New Beetle Convertible. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For
Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Tight rear-seat accommodations,
limited cargo room, high price of Turbo S model. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Find savings on the New Beetle for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
Volkswagen makes the TDI and horsepower 1. All GLs now come with power windows and
cruise control, and the GL 1. Stability control ESP , heated seats, and the Monsoon sound
system will be available across the line. Note that last year's Sport model has been
discontinued. Finally, if you've been holding out for a Beetle convertible since , your wait is
almost over -- the first drop tops should arrive at the dealers just in time for, well, winter. The
first ones will be 2. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I bought a convertible beetle with
60k. I took it a Volkswagen dealer and they did a diagnostic and confirmed what I told them,
suggested that I do a transmission fluid check and it could fix the problem I said BS. I had read
all the complaints about this car and my mechanic also told me that I should have never bought
it, he pointed out the the transmission could not be serviced and all of the hoses are made of
plastic that with heat they become brittle and break.. I would never buy a volkswagen again..

Read less. Looking for a fun car that's sure to get people's heads turning? The Volkswagen new
beetle convertible is it! This is the best car I've ever owned. It is reliable, sturdy, gets great gas
mileage. I've had no problems with it. I would highly recommend this car! If you're thinking you
see a bunch of bad reviews--try it for yourself, it may surprise you with how great it is. That's
what I did, and it was the best choice. Good job Volkswagen! I bought our New Beetle
Convertible Turbo with auto 6 speed in June for my wife's birthday. My wife has loved this car!
The handling and comfort are great, and she loves to leave the pickemup drivers standing at the
lights. But I worry a bit. There have been several service issues, including one coil recoil. The
latest service, with 57, miles, was the appearance of Service Engine light. This was my first car
at the age of When I got my Beetle, it had about 72, miles on it, and not even 4 months after
receiving it, the problems began. Immediately, my transmission died completely. Then, the
battery died. As did the alternator and air conditioning. My rear window also got stuck and that
would have cost me 4 hours of labor fees just to get to the broken bits. It's not like I drove it a
lot - over a course of 3 years I didn't even drive 10, miles. For the love of god, stay away from
this car. It is one problem after another, literally every months. Update: It has been two years
since I got my new car. I have named it "Not Beetle," and have had zero problems with it. Turns
out the secret of German engineering is to buy a Korean car instead. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the New Beetle. Sign Up. Debuting in as a replacement for the aging series, the
Porsche kept the basic Porsche tenets intact -- light weight, an air-cooled engine hung out aft of
the rear wheels and a no-nonsense cockpit. The fearsome Turbo debuted in and, along with its
blinding acceleration, sometimes taught overzealous or inexperienced or both drivers the
meaning of drop-throttle oversteer -- a tendency for the tail to swing around if the driver jumps
off the gas. During subsequent years, Porsche steadily increased power but also fine-tuned the
suspension to the point that only the foolhardy could get into trouble while piloting the
sharp-handling In , the underwent its first all-out "clean-sheet" redesign since its introduction in
the mid-'60s. The new age was slightly longer, wider and sleeker than any previous version.
That year also saw a switch to a water-cooled version of the flat six, a seeming improvement
from the standpoint of more efficient engine cooling and cabin climate control. But not
everyone agreed; some car buffs flew the Porsche flag at half-mast. These diehards were afraid
that some of the car's character was lost with the disappearance of the air-cooled design and its
unique sound. They were partially right; even though the "new" 's performance was impressive,
the engine and exhaust were too subdued. Last year, along with more power was brought a
better soundtrack that resurrected the intoxicating, metallic throbbing and full exhaust note that
are unmistakably What's not to like? The company also charges a fortune for many of the 's
options. But if you're looking for supercar performance in a legendary package, it's tough to top
the Porsche A huge list of options allows one to personalize their with different wheels and
interior trim. We do recommend the stability control PSM option that can help prevent the car
from skidding or spinning out of control. Standard s have a 3. The Turbo's figures jump to hp
and lb-ft of torque. This road rocket comes only in rear-wheel drive and doesn't have Porsche's
stability control system. In other words, only highly skilled and wealthy drivers need apply.
Porsche offers the choice of either a six-speed manual or a five-speed Tiptronic S automanual
transmission on all models except the GT2, which comes only with the manual gearbox. PSM is
optional on the other s except for the GT2. Side airbags and ABS are standard on all models.
Stability control comes on the Carrera 4 and Turbo and is optional on all the other s except for
the GT2. No crash tests score were available for the as of this writing. Driven sedately, the
muscle-bound Porsche is docile and easy to drive. But stab the throttle and the car blasts
through the first four gears like a roller coaster rushing downhill, with the urgent song of the flat
six at full cry. Speed is reigned in quickly by easily modulated and incredibly powerful brakes
that feel as though they could stop a semi in short order. The is equally at ease running through
various turns, possessing dead neutral poise that belies the rear-engine architecture. The
steering has a reassuring heft and plenty of feedback that allows one to easily settle into a
rhythm. In the ugly reality of rush-hour traffic, however, one quickly realizes why so many
people opt for automatics in their sports cars. Work the 's heavy clutch enough and you might
expect your left leg to resemble Arnold's in his bodybuilding heyday. Fortunately, Porsche
offers its Tiptronic-style automatic transmission as an option. In spite of its lofty price tag, some
of the 's interior components could use some work. The control stalks feel flimsy and the lone
cupholder is mounted too high, which could result in a spilt soda. Lastly, the sunroof opening is
rather small, though one could buy a Carrera Targa with its essentially oversized sunroof. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to

buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Porsche Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Porsche lease specials Check out Porsche lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Interior quality
doesn't match sticker price, outlandish option prices. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. With a drive this
entertaining, it's no wonder that the Porsche has so many fans. Vehicle overview. Porsche
finally puts a standard CD player in the Porsche Five horsepower are mysteriously lost in
non-Turbo s, meaning output is "only" horses now. Read more. Write a review See all reviews.
However if the IMS bearing fails you're looking at a very expensive repair, if not a replacement
motor. That being said, once "repaired," the car runs "like a Porsche. The handling is spot on,
as expected, from any Porsche auto. I plan to do some "hot laps" at the track this season, as
that's the only place you can properly drive the car without being arrested!! The car ran strong
and did NOT disappoint. Very comfortable for a long trip and those mountain road curves were
made for this car!!! Read less. Thus is foremost a driver's care. The handeling is superb. It can
be used for an everyday driver as well as a weekend sports car. While I purchased the
convertibe triptronic, I would recommend a fully optioned coupe from a value standpoint. One
of the few cars purchased where I can't wait to purchase my next Porsche. You will be happy,
very happy. Car handle like no other. Very responsive, but not overly powerful. Very good car
for a "drive" or everyday use. This is a more luxurious car than any of my other Porsche that I
have owned. It does't have exactly the same ferrocious acceleration as my C2S or my RS , but it
is a more forgiving ride. It is more comfortable around town. It oozes with a formal, superior
luxurious ride. This car has the full leather interior option and it feels, looks, and smells great. I
also have the aero kit, it adds a fantastic look to the car. See all reviews of the Used Porsche
Convertible. Write a review. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. I did not buy the vehicle here because it sold so
quickly but they were extremely fast in responding and helpful. This dealer responded several
times gave me my price still would like to negotiate lower. Cars 4 U ohio was great to work with.
Very friendly, informative, and best car buying experience i have had. Absolutely would buy
again from them. We ended up choosing a different vehicle closer to home. But the dealer
responded quickly. Did not purchase. Made multiple attempts to ask for detailed pictures of any
damage and carfax report and did not receive the car fax. Did not know any of the options on
the car. Would only reveal if I went in person. Place was real busy on the weekend Car that was
advertised for price advertised at a great rate, great experience start to finish. Very impressed
with staff. Very helpful. Cars are very interesting. I like the full service, and take trades. I did not
purchase at this time for personal reasons. Said the car was sold. Then emailed me later to try
to sell me the car they said was sold. Pretty disorganized. Don't waste your time. Picture looks
nothing like actual car, vehicle had body damage to left front fender, interior was filthy. Very
poor communication. Called to verify Subaru forester was there,it was they got it tagged up and
ready for a test drive. Met me outside when I pulled in. I than took it for a test drive and bought
it. Patrick Taylor was my salesman and he was very professional and kind would definitely buy
from him and them again! Excellent overall experience, I wish buying a car was always this
smooth and easy. My sales rep James Hunt is the best! Purchased a Corvette entirely online
from Chad at Corvettes North. It was a good deal and Chad made everything go smoothly. He
explained every detail of the car as he did a walk around. The transaction was fast, efficient and
when corvette arrived it was perfect! My experience was good still looking for a corvette. Any
color but red I hate red. Extremely helpful from the manager Jeff that we first dealt with up thru
the person in charge Jeff that navigated the transfer of the car. The communication back and
forth was great and the overall impression was the car was found clean and in great condition.
Ended up getting the truck, were very friendly and had me taken care of in no time. I plan on
referring everybody I know to these guys. Contact at the dealer about a truck that I was
interested in. Just got an update the truck sold before I even had a chance to look at it. Our call
was returned the next day the dealership opened, and we were able to get our questions
answered without any pressure or continuance calling from the salesperson thereafter. Got a

deal with just 1 problem. Sales manager wanted to get me to purchase an add on product for
theft protection and safety. They should have had that mentioned in their pricing before a
customer seen the add on this web page. Detail shop used a razor to remove paperwork on
window and cut the windowtint that was on the vehicle after I signed the paperwork. Can't get
good help anywhere it seems. Very quick to respond and provided great information regarding
the vehicle I was interested in. Jessica was extremely helpful and has continued to be even after
the sale. I've purchased over 30 vehicles in recent years, this transaction has been the best so
far. Got a great financing and a good payment plan plus they gave me a fair price for my trade
in! Christian Sotero was excellent!! They did contact me several times. Work took over my time.
I am sorry I did not reach back out to them. The mileage was higher than my limit, but the car
looked beautiful. I should have followed up. Didn't work out but they had great communication
answered when I called and did try to get me approved. Bad business they took my check
Stubbs a copy of my driver license told me they would get back with me I waited and waited for
days and called them back and they sold the hummer. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Image Not Available. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. But it is loaded with the options like 3LT trim,
carbon fiber upgrade and Heritage package with Z07 performance package. Had it for 5 years
with only miles when I sold it. I lived in the car theft capital of the world. Read more. This car is a
Techies dream! Lots of great features and gizmos to play with and what can you say about the
legendary Corvette? What a great car, handling is out of this world and the design is superb! I
cant think of any one item that this car is missing or needs. Im very happy that I am now a C7
owner. Why Use CarGurus? Rhode Island, United States. She features C30 HP CAT engines,
teak cockpit, teak covering boards, Garmin electronics, tower, cockpit ice chipper and
numerous upgrades over the last several years. The company offers the details of this vessel in
good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the
condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such
details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change
or withdrawal without notice. Feb 16, Feb 05, SI Yachts is now hiring for several positions at our
marina. Schedule an appointment for your time slot on February 13th. Feb 02, Spring is right
around the corner. If you are new to boating or don't want to hire a captain, these new boats
under 50 feet are a great option. Please fill out the form below and someone from our team will
get back to you as soon as possible. New Yachts. Our Offices. Launch Gallery. Call us now.
Staten Island Yacht Sales is pleased to assist you in the purchase of this vessel. Disclaimer The
company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the
accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Contact a Staten Island
Sales Professional to learn more about this yacht. Back To Search. This listing is not currently
with SI Yachts, but our team is happy to d
2003 chevy silverado radio wiring diagram
325 ci bmw
1999 chevy suburban fuel filter location
o the research on your behalf to find our the full history on the boat. Our team at SI Yachts can
answer all of your questions on this boat and offer any guidance you need on your search for
the right vessel. By listing your boat or yacht for sale with us, our entire team will be notified
immediately which greatly increases the chances that your boat may sell before it ever even hits
the market. Having premium new yacht brands also brings a lot of potential pre-owned buyers
that get access to your listing. Our team is award-winning and factory trained in multiple brands
like Viking, Princess, and Prestige. We can hold your hand the entire way from building a new
yacht through delivery with the factory or digging deep into the history of any pre-owned boat
options we find on the market. We pride ourselves on setting an example for customer service
which is why many of our customers have been with us for many years. We look forward to
helping you move forward with your boating ambitions.

